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Coicuiotions ore given for estimating the gammaradiation dose rate due to
on unshielded core in the empty pool- of the FNR.. The calculations were made in order
to estimate consequences of an accident which would cause the wafer to drain out of
the pool0 The calculations ore based on the methods of Stephenson..e
The equations were programmed in the MAD language for use on The Univrsity
of Michigan flBM7O9O computer0 The programs are given in Appendices A and B..
The assumptions mode in the approach ore:
10 The reactor is a point source0
20 The fission product inventory is due to 2 MW operation for seconds..
3.. The reactor has been shut down for 10 minutes
4.. Radiation outside the direct beam is due to single scattering from:
1)the pool walls, 2) the building walls, 3) the building ceiling
and 4) the building air..
50 Air absorption and pair production may be neglected0
GENERAL EQUATIONS FOR SLAB SCATTERING
Consider a monoenergetic gamma beam of intensity I and cross’sectiond
area Ab, incident on a unit slab0 See Figure 1.. Assume and 2
to be the total
macroscopic cross sections of the slob material for the incident and scattered rodiotionc.
and 1., At a distance t below the surface of a slab of density p, the mass of a
small scattering element dt as seen by I is p Sec 9 dt and the radiation intensity
at the depth t is:
— tSecOe 1 1
t 0
Stephenson, R,, 9ntroducflon to Nudear Engineering’, (pgs.. 19320O)
McGraw.’HiIi New York, 1954




If we now assume the scattering phenomena to be adequately described by











where s the intensity at a detector located a distance C from the scattering slab8






whereP— = ------- (5)
1E(1-cas4)
511
where E is the incident gamma energy E is the scattered gamma energy and
is the scattering angle











Using the op roimate expression (page 1 84 Stephenson)
Dose Rote (rj1w0)h86x 106E (7)
for E 07 Mev to 3 Mev the dose rote may be cc7lcuioted by evaluating (6) at
any detector location of interest where is the number of photons per cm2 per sec
The difficulty in applying equation (6) is the requirement that the scattering source
approximate a point source0 Since the detector is 20 to 30 feet from the scattering
plcnes this requirement is satisfied by dividing all the scattering walls into
20 cm x 20 cm squares and summing the contribution from each square0 This is the
calculation carried out by the program shown in Appendix A0
GENERAL EQUATION FOR AIR SCATTERING
The air scattering problem is simplified by neglecting absorption in air which
also tends to coriensate for the error in neglecting secondary scattering0 However
the calculation is more laborious because of the necessity of volumetric integration0




and the new symbols are S = source strength in gammas per second d1 = distance from
source to scattering volume dx dy dz0 For this calculation the unit volume selected
was 50 cm x 50 cm x 50 cm0 This calculation was performed with the aid of the
program shown in Appendix B0
SOURCE CHARACTERiSTICS
The source characteristics were taken from B!omeke and Todd where four
energy groups are given0 The maximum energy was used for each energy group0
The source characteristics for the assumed power history are given in Table 1
Table 1 — Source Characteristics
Group Energy_(Mev) S (photons1’sec)
1 25 3q51 x ioló
II 10 7039x ioló
III 17 221 x 1016
IV 30 070x 1016
ORNL—2127, Part 1 Volume 2, “Uranium235 Fision-’Product Production As A
Function Of Thermal Neutron Flux, Irradiation Time, And Decay Time01’
J0 O Biomeke and Mary F Todd
RES ULTS
Using equation (7) and the source values shown in Table 1, the gamma dose
rate in the direct beam at the reactor bridge was estimated to be 9100 r/hr0 h
addition, estimates were mode for the delayed neutron contribution to the dose rate
in the direct beam0 The results indicate that neutron dose rate is less than
100 mrem,Air
Using the computer program shown in Appendices A and B, calculations for
scattered radiation dose rates were performed for two detector locations0 The location
labeled “Inside Building” in Table 2 is considered to be representative of locations
of interest in the reactor building0 This location is 6 feet above the operating floor
at the west wall of the reactor building0 Contributions to the dose rote at this
location are as follows: the interior south wall of the reactor building; the inside
edge of the reactor pool wall; the ceiling of the reactor building and the interior
north wall of the reactor building0 The dose rate contribut(6n from these individual
scattering planes is indicated in the following table0
The location labeled “Outside Building” is considered to be a typical
location of interest0 The point lies 10 feet to the west of the building at the
operating floor elevation which is 10 feet above the ground level
In addition to the wall scattering contribution, the contribution from
radiations scattered by the air in the reactor building is also presented in the
table of results0
7.
Table 2 Radiation Dose Rates
Dose Rate (r/lr) Dose Rote (r/hr)
Scattering Source Inside Building Outside Building
Air 410 78
South Wall i33 705
Ceing 88 5J
North Wall 148 8,7
Pool Walls 823 000
TOTAL 1602 291
I
The calculations for the detector located exterior to the building have
neglected the presence of the reactor building walls which ore concrete 12 inches
thick0 This is a tenth thickness value for 3 Mev gammas, hence a reduction in
the dose rates by a factor of 10 is consklered to be conservative.
APPENDIX A
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